Triple Glazing
Will Make A Clear Difference

Future-proof your home with triple glazing
– the quietest, most energy-efﬁcient
windows on the market.

Call Now:
01358-722202
It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...

An unrivalled window
solution in terms of
home comfort, there is
no match for the thermal
insulation and noise
reduction that triple
glazing provides.

Adding a third, central pane of glass
to the standard design of double
glazed windows allows space for
two, sealed pockets of inert gas.
Experimenting with the gaps
between the panes, designers have
determined the optimum separation
to minimise the window’s thermal and
acoustic conductivity.
Widely used in Scandinavian
countries with cold climates, triple
glazing is now a pre-requisite
of ‘Passivhaus standard’ homes
requiring windows with U-Values
of 0.8 or lower.
As building standards improve and
regulations become more stringent,
triple glazing’s place in the market
becomes more important.

put on glazing to keep pace and
avoid becoming the weak link in the
chain – if not, cold spots, draughts
and condensation are the likely
consequences for homeowners.
Professionally-installed triple glazing
addresses not only these problems
but can actually reflect heat back into
a room by means of a low-emissivity
metallic coating.
It represents a tougher barrier to
intruders and can even reduce the
effect of the sun’s UV rays, known
to fade furniture.
As with any installation from
ClearviewPVCu, our triple
glazed windows are covered by longlife, low maintenance and InsuranceBacked Guarantees.

With walling and window frames
becoming ever more energyefficient, the pressure has been
Key Features
High security locking systems
Low maintenance
Energy efficient
Manufactured in the UK using
systems from The VEKA UK
Group
Wide range of colours and
glazing options
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The warmest areas seen here in red show
where heat is being lost from the building.

Red areas have been eliminated after ﬁtting.

Customer Satisfaction is
crucial to us, it’s what our
reputation is built upon.
Lawrence Muirhead, ClearviewPVCu

Comprehensive
ten year Insurance-Backed
Guarantee

ClearviewPVCu is a small, family run business and places personal service,
customer satisfaction and value for money way before profit. We pride
ourselves on the quality of every installation which has resulted in a high
level of recommendations from satisfied customers.

Clearview PVCu Showroom
Unit 29, Murcar Commercial Park
Denmore Road
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8JW
info@clearviewpvcu.com

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...

